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The trans-Planckian censorship conjecture (TCC) puts an upper bound on the Hubble parameter
during inflation Hinf of order 0.1 GeV. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the Universe
undergoes the standard thermal history such that it is radiation dominated after the end inflation
until the time of radiation-matter equality. In this note, we depart from this assumption and
study implications of the TCC when the Universe follows a non-standard history e.g. early matter
domination or secondary stages of inflation. String theory compactifications and axiverse scenarios
generically predict epochs when the modulus/axion fields rule the dynamics of the Universe as
matter or dark energy. We observe that in these non-standard pictures, the TCC bound on Hinf can
be raised up to 3 orders of magnitude in moduli cosmology. In multiple inflationary scenario the
upper bound on the first (observable) inflation can be raised up to the Planck 2018 upper bound.
Introduction
The swampland picture that has emerged from the
string landscape offers a list of criteria that every con-
sistent theory of quantum gravity must admit [1–4] (see
[5, 6] for review). Recently, another swampland condi-
tion, the trans-Planckian censorship conjecture (TCC),
is proposed so that sub-Planckian quantum fluctuations
never get classicalized by any means and must remain
quantum [7]. It fits into the common lore that in order
to explain physics in the IR, we do not need to know any-
thing about deep UV. It has an immediate consequence
in accelerating expanding spacetimes with shrinking co-
moving Hubble radius a.k.a inflationary backgrounds.
This is particularly fascinating as inflation has become
the dominant paradigm for the early Universe to set the
initial conditions of hot cosmology. On this backgrounds,
the wavelength of quantum modes can be stretched be-
yond the horizon and become classical (see [8] for a
review). Simple models of inflation predict adiabatic,
nearly scale-invariant and Gaussian perturbations. It ex-
plains the observed anisotropies in the CMB radiation
and seeds the large scale structures in the late Universe.
The TCC then implies that there cannot be enough time
of inflationary phase so that quantum fluctuations with
wavelength smaller than the Planck length become su-
perhorizon and non-dynamical. If it happens in a model,
then that belongs to the swampland. It offers a solution
to the trans-Planckian problem [9–12] as it never happens
in a field theory consistent with quantum gravity.
Assuming, for simplicity, that the Hubble scale during
inflation is constant, then the TCC implies
eN <
mPl
Hinf
. (1)
Given a Hubble scale, it sets an upper bound on the num-
ber of e-folds. On the other hand, inflation needs to last
long enough so that the comoving Hubble radius shrinks
to a smooth patch to explain the present horizon. It
demand some number of e-folds. All together, assuming
radiation domination from the end of inflation to the time
radiation-matter equality, we find an upper bound on the
Hubble expansion rate during inflation Hinf . 0.1 GeV
that fixes the scale of inflation to 109 GeV [13]. It sug-
gests that the amplitude of primordial gravitation waves
is negligible and the scalar to tensor perturbation ratio is
r < 10−30. Moreover, it implies that the initial condition
of inflation is extremely fine-tuned as  < 10−31.
The above above upper bounds can be modified if the
Universe follows a non-standard cosmological time-line.
For subsequent related studies see recent papers [14–19].
In the standard model of hot big bang cosmology, the
Universe is radiation dominated after the end of inflation
until radiation-matter equality teq. Inflation can happen
anytime and ends and reheats the Universe hot enough
so that primordial nucleosynthesis processes launch.
However, it is quite possible that the Universe fol-
lowed a non-standard history. There could be epochs
of matter domination and subsequent radiation before
nucleosynthesis. In fact, string theory compactifications
and the resulting axiverse, generically predict existence
of light scalar fields with gravitational couplings to the
Standard Model sector [20–25]. Following inflation, they
are stochastically displaced from their zero field values.
When the Hubble scale becomes comparable to a modu-
lus mass, it commences coherent oscillation about its ori-
gin. The scalar condensate, with zero pressure, quickly
takes over previous radiation era [26] . The condensates
subsequently decay when the Hubble rate becomes com-
parable to its decay rate and reheats the Universe. This
early matter domination could change the expansion rate
and the above bounds would be modified. Moreover,
scalars can have almost flat directions and take over as
early dark energy eras [27–31] . Thus, there might exist
secondary stages of inflation each gives some e-folds to
the scale factor. The total number of e-folds resolve the
horizon problem. The TCC applies to each period of in-
flation to prevent sub-Planckian modes exit the horizon.
However having multiple e-foldings, the TCC bound on
parameters of observable inflations could be relaxed.
In this paper, we study these non-standard sequence
of events and we find that indeed the Hubble scale dur-
ing inflation could be raised and bounds on cosmological
parameters are radically modified.
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General TCC bound in non-standard cosmologies
We start with a general study of cosmological evolu-
tion. We assume that the observable (first) stage of in-
flation starts at tini and ends at tend. It follows by an
era dominated with a fluid with equation of state (EoS)
parameter w. Then it follows by subsequent eras marked
by time ti with EoS parameter wi. It could be dominated
by any fluid including dark energy i.e. secondary stages
of inflation. Finally, there is the time of last radiation
dominated era, marked by trad which can be any time
before the nucleosynthesis. Thus, Trad & TBBN ∼ 10
MeV and by definition there is no entropy injection af-
terwards. It marks the dawn of standard hot big bang
cosmology. For simplicity, we assume instantaneous tran-
sition between each two epochs. The time-line is shown
in Figure 1.
tini tend t1 t2 tn-1 tn trad teq t0tΛ
! !1 !2 !n!n-1!n-2 -10Standard cosmology-1 1/3
FIG. 1. Time-line of the Universe indicating eras with EoS.
Depending on the EoS parameter of the era, the co-
moving Hubble radius (Ha)−1 is either contracting (for
w > −1/3) or expanding (for w < −1/3) or constant (for
w = −1/3). The TCC assures that non of the inflating
phases lasts too long. To explain near homogeneity at
large scale, there must be at least one epoch with shrink-
ing comoving Hubble scale so that the largest present
observable scale kΛ was inside the Hubble horizon dur-
ing inflation. Thus, the cosmic evolution must admit [32]
kΛ
a0H0
=
aΛHΛ
a0H0
= (1 + zΛ)
=
ainiHinf
a0H0
=
Hinf
HΛ
e−N
[aend
a1
a1
a2
· · · an−1
an
an
arad
]arad
a0
.(2)
We applied H0 = HΛ, e
N = (aend/aini) where N is the
number of e-folds. We explicitly write scale factors of the
intermediate stages. Scale factors can be substituted by
the Hubble scales at the beginning of each epoch
ai
ai+1
=
(
Hi+1
Hi
)2/3(1 + wi)
or
ai
ai+1
= e−Ni , (3)
for wi 6= −1 and wi = −1 respectively. Moreover,
arad
a0
= H
2/3
Λ H
− 1/6
eq H
− 1/2
rad (1 + zΛ) ∼
T0
Trad
. (4)
Throughout this paper, we drop factors of g
1/n
∗ . More-
over, we use H0 = 2.13h × 10−33 eV with h = 0.6766 ±
0.0042 and T0 = 6.626× 10−4 eV [33].
In eq. (2) we single out the first inflationary stage as
it is the minimum number the Universe needs to get to
evolve to its present state. In this paper we put forward
the idea that the Universe might have experienced mul-
tiple inflationary stages all of them admit to the TCC.
We use (1) and (2) to put an upper bound on the Hubble
scale of the inflationary stage that explain near homo-
geneity and seeds the anisotropies on the CMB
H
2−2/3(1 + w)
inf <mPlHΛT
−1
0 TradH
−2/3(1 + w)
1
a2
a1
· · · an
an−1
arad
an
.
(5)
In general the above equation indicates that the
smaller the EoS parameter after inflation, the bigger the
upper bound on Hinf . In the following, we study different
cosmological scenarios which are illustrated in Figure 2.
I. In the simplest scenario, the Universe is radiation
dominated instantly after the end of inflation until the
time of equality thus w = 1/3. Then (5) implies
H
3/2
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 TradH
−1/2
rad ∼ m
3/2
Pl HΛT
−1
0 , (6)
and so Hinf . 0.1 GeV as first reported in [13].
II. In a different cosmic evolution, we assume that the
Universe is matter dominated after inflation until the
time of nucleosynthesis so w = 0. Then, it gets reheated
and radiation takes over to commence synthesis of light
isotopes. In this case, (5) implies
H
4/3
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 TradH
− 2/3
rad ∼ m
5/3
Pl HΛT
−1
0 T
− 1/3
rad . (7)
We find that Hinf . 100 GeV·(10MeV/Trad)1/4 and the
energy scale of inflation is around 1010 GeV.
III. An an extreme case in which the dynamics of the
Universe is dominated with some exotic matter with w =
−1/3 (like cosmic string network [34] ) after the end of
inflation until the time of nucleosynthesis [17]. We find
Hinf < m
2
PlHΛT
−1
0 T
−1
rad, (8)
which implies Hinf . 1014GeV · (10MeV/Trad).
IV. For the case of post-inflationary kinetic domination
with w = 1 up to nucleosynthesis we find
H
5/3
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 TradH
− 1/3
rad ∼ m
4/3
Pl HΛT
−1
0 T
1/3
rad, (9)
which implies Hinf < MeV·(10MeV/Trad)1/5.
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FIG. 2. Single inflation followed by different post-inflationary
epochs. Left-headed arrow shows the direction of increasing
Hubble rate. Cyan lines show inflationary phases, with high-
est possible Hubble scale, followed by different cosmologies.
The dotted line shows the lowest possible scale inflation.
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V. Moduli Cosmology We assume there is early mat-
ter domination before nucleosynthesis. This scenario is
in particular motivated by string theory constructions.
String compactifications predict moduli fields with no di-
rect coupling to the visible sector. The flat directions
of these scalars are lifted after supersymmetry breaking.
They are rather light and during inflation they are nor-
mally misaligned and stay far from their zero values.
The moduli fields start coherent oscillation when the
Hubble scale is about their mass H ∼ mϕ. The scalar
condensates, behaving as dust, quickly take over radi-
ation. The Universe enters into a matter domination
epoch until the Hubble scale becomes comparable to the
modulus decay rate H ∼ Γϕ. The decay products ther-
malize and reheat the Universe. In order to kick nucle-
osynthesis the reheat temperature must be greater than
few 10 MeV. For gravitationally coupled moduli fields
Γϕ ∼ m3ϕ/m2Pl and thus there is a lower bound on the
lightest modulus mass mϕ & 10 TeV. We set H1 = mϕ
in (5) and we find
H
3/2
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 Tradm
−1/2
ϕ (mϕ/Γϕ)
2/3
∼ m11/6Pl HΛT−10 m−1/3ϕ . (10)
Given the bound on the modulus mass, we find the Hub-
ble during inflation can be enhanced at most by 3 orders
of magnitude to 100 GeV as it parallels case II.
In a generic construction with many moduli fields, if
there is no unnatural mass splitting, then the Universe
is matter dominated from the mass scale of the heavier
modulus H ∼ mϕh until the decay rate of the lightest
one H ∼ Γϕl [36]. Then (5) implies
H
3/2
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 Tradm
−1/2
ϕh
(mϕh/Γϕl)
2/3
∼ m11/6Pl HΛT−10 m−1/2ϕl m
1/6
ϕh
. (11)
Moreover, if inflation is followed by its matter domination
which subsequently decays at H ∼ Γφ, then (5) gives
H
4/3
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 TradΓ
−2/3
φ (Γφ/mϕ)
1/2(mϕ/Γϕ)
2/3
∼ m11/6Pl HΛT−10 Γ
1/6
φ m
−1/3
ϕ . (12)
We conclude that in moduli cosmology Hinf is enhanced
at most by 3 orders of magnitude.
Next we consider secondary stages of inflation of low
scale following the observable high scale one. We assume
that the scale entering the horizon today has left the
Horizon during the first inflationary epoch. Namely, the
first epoch of inflation generates perturbations that we
observe today as anisotropies in the CMB. In fact, the
current CMB observations probe up to 6∼7 e-folds af-
ter the present scale exited the horizon. Thus we expect
that the first inflation lasted for plus 6 e-folds. We pre-
serve those 6∼7 e-folds from any subsequent dynamics by
demanding scales k up to 3 orders of magnitude larger
than the present scale never become subhorizon until to-
day. Therefore, we constrain intermediate stages with
expanding comoving Hubble horizon so that the CMB
modes do not get to re-enter the horizon and exit again
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FIG. 3. A typical multiple inflationary scenario for the evo-
lution of the Universe. The observable high scale inflation is
succeeded by many low scale ones. All admit to the TCC.
The observable modes on the CMB are protected from re-
entry and exiting again.
during succeeding inflation. Moreover, secondary infla-
tions, that make the Universe large and old, never last
too long to make sub-Planckian modes superhorizon.
We compute the upper bound on Hinf through (5) so
that it explicitly points out secondary inflations
H
2−2/3(1 + w)
inf < mPlHΛT
−1
0 Trade
∑
iNi
×H−2/3(1 + w)1
∏
i
( Hj
Hj+1
)2/3(1 + wj)
.(13)
We understand that the total number of e-folds is Ne =
N +
∑
i=1Ni and we need a minimum of them to accom-
modate near homogeneity. In the following we study two
simple scenarios with multiple inflations.
VI. We consider a multiple inflationary model in which
each inflation is followed by instant reheating and thus
there is no matter domination until the equality time.
Then (13) implies
H
3/2
inf .mPlHΛT−10 TradH
−1/2
1 e
∑
iNi
∏
i=1
( Hi
Hi+1
)1/2
∼ m3/2Pl HΛT−10 e
∑
iNi . (14)
Clearly, we find that the original TCC bound on infla-
tionary scale is pretty much relaxed
Hinf . 0.1GeV × e 23
∑
iNi . (15)
VII. Finally, we look at a scenario with matter dom-
ination between inflationary stages with late radiation
domination before the nucleosynthesis. We find
H
4/3
inf .mPlHΛT−10 TradH
−2/3
1 e
∑
iNi
∏
i=1
( Hi
Hi+1
)2/3
∼ m5/3Pl HΛT−10 T−
1/3
rad e
∑
iNi , (16)
which implies
Hinf . 100GeV × e3/4
∑
iNi · (10MeV/Trad)1/3. (17)
Evidently, multiple inflationary scenarios radically mod-
ify the upper bound on the observable inflation. It can
be raised to the upper bound imposed by Planck 2018
results, namely, Hinf . 1014 GeV [35].
3
Conclusion
In this note, we revisited the TCC bound on the scale
inflation in the context of non-standard cosmologies. As
expected, we find that the smaller the EoS parameters
the bigger the upper bound on the Hubble rate. In cos-
mological scenarios with early matter domination, mo-
tivated by string compactifications/axiverse, the Hubble
scale during inflation can be raised up to 3 orders of mag-
nitude. In cosmological models with secondary inflations,
we find that the upper bound can be raised even to the
Planck 2018 limit. If primordial gravitational waves are
detected in future observations, then it can be accommo-
dated in multi-stage inflationary scenarios with one brief
high scale inflation followed by many low scale ones. A
detailed study of the scale and duration of successive in-
flations is postponed to a future work [37].
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